
REFLEX
Migrate to NEW-GL

If you are considering 
migrating to FLEX-GL 
or even have FLEX-GL 
already then REFLEX 
is a must-have tool.

REFLEX FLEX-GL migration tool  |  REBUILD SAP FLEX-GL, anytime!
clive.simmonds@ioco.tech

Recently my daughter presented a science experiment at school.
The experiment required that you look at the presentation through a pair
of red sunglasses. Hidden messages were revealed by changing the colour 
with the glasses. Mom and Dad helped.

Our project had management, technical construction and functional benefit. 
On the day her project won – “Most Thought Provoking“. Later, we found 
out that the teacher had removed the glasses in fear that they would be 
broken. The lack of glasses altered the way the presentation was perceived 
by everyone. The glasses would have involved the students and lead them to 
action. The project should have won “Most Invoking”.

Most SAP projects are managed, technically constructed, quality controlled 
and have functional benefit. But, at times, small pivotal components are 
overlooked. Single components that change the project from “Thought 
Provoking” to “Action Invoking”.

We specialise in “Action-Invoking” components and REFLEX is one of these.
It very easily allows you to migrate SAP financials to SAP FLEX-GL. It allows 
you to see your financials in FLEX-GL as a reality and not as an experiment, 
revealing your hidden messages.

If you had them, wouldn’t you pick up those glasses?

Special interest points:

• Migrate classic finance 
to FLEX-GL 

• Enable document 
splitting

• Any time point – not 
just year-end

• Complete migration 
with open items 

• Geared for volume
• Transparent and easy 

to use
• Configuration 

dashboard and guide

Reflex is a migration tool for rebuilding FLEX-GL from classic finance. 
It allows you to build and rebuild at any point in time, allowing you 
to manage configuration changes that alter your financial reporting 
segments into the future. It is a simple tool much like the glasses in my 
daughters experiment, except that Reflex will change your project from an 
experiment to a certainty.
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